BIBLE
STUDY GUIDE

ABOUT THE FILM
Abigail’s reinstatement as mayor of Hope Valley is
complicated when Cody becomes seriously ill, and the
entire town rallies around him, hoping that a surgeon can
be brought to him in time. Meanwhile, Elizabeth learns a
lesson about motherhood as she awaits Jack’s return, and a
mysterious woman causes havoc when she comes to town
with information on Carson’s secret past.
From celebrated author Janette Oke (The Love Comes Softly
series) comes a rigorous and romantic adventure as epic
as the wide frontier. Erin Krakow (Army Wives), Daniel
Lissing (Eye Candy), Jack Wagner (Melrose Place) and Lori
Loughlin (Full House, 90210) star in Heart of a Secret, a
beautiful story that explores “many of the values we all hold
precious such as love, family, friendship, community, faith
and caring about one another” (Military Press)!
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ABOUT THE
BIBLE STUDY GUIDE
Heart of a Secret provides audiences an opportunity to
consider the type of secrets often held close and the reasons
for their being hidden. After viewing the film, this guide
can help generate discussions and assist with understanding
that no matter what is at the heart of a secret – regret,
fear, worry, pain – God sees the heart and can bring about
healing.
The lessons are supplemented with movie clips that you
will find in the bonus section of the When Calls the Heart –
Heart of a Secret DVD. These clips were specifically selected
to help you set the tone and furnish the context for your
discussion. There are also suggested passages from Scripture,
tied to scenes from Heart of a Secret. These passages are
accompanied by discussion questions for use in discussion
groups.
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DISCUSSION
Introduce the discussion of Heart of a Secret by saying
something such as, “We’re going to talk about several
topics that relate to principles in the film that can make a
difference in how we approach life from the perspective of
our faith.” Next, give a brief overview of the film and then
play the clip you have selected. The clips will be found in
the Bonus - Bible Study Guide section of the DVD.
Once the film clip finishes playing, open the door for
discussion using the questions and scriptures provided
in the guide written under each theme — or use some of
your own. (Noted personal questions are for introspection
rather than group conversation.) A summary of the topic in
“Heart of the Matter” is at the end of each theme. To finish,
close each session by providing time for people to write
what they feel is their personal “My Lesson to Learn,” in the
space provided at the end of each topic section.
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NOTE:
It is not necessary to undertake all of the topics in one
session. You can cover few of the topics or all of them in
your Bible study. It’s up to you. The guide works best if
everyone has seen Heart of a Secret, and the clips work
as a fresh reminder to show prior to the discussion. In the
event some in your group have not seen the film, you can
provide them with the context of the clip before watching
it. This information can be found in the italicized text
that precedes the questions.
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HEART OF A SECRET …
GOD WOULD SURELY HAVE KNOWN IT,
FOR HE KNOWS THE SECRETS OF EVERY HEART. PSALM 44:21 (NLT)

SECRET FEELINGS
PLAY - FRIENDSHIP
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Secret DVD)

In the clip, romance is budding secretly between Shane Cantrell
and Nurse Faith Carter. But Philip’s hidden worry about his
dad’s new friendship could derail the relationship.
1. Elizabeth Thatcher gently offers wisdom and advice.
A) When Elizabeth offers advice to Shane Cantrell
about he and Philip needing to “move on”, discuss how
this shows her understanding of their grief but also
conveys wisdom. B) Describe the secret concerns Philip
has about his dad’s new friendship and how Elizabeth’s
counsel addresses them. C) Consider what it says about
Faith Carter when she creates an opportunity to develop
a bond with Philip. D) Personal or Share: If you have
been in a similar situation in a new friendship, either
as a child or a parent, what advice would you offer the
couple or the little boy?
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2. Finding Truth: A) Faith demonstrates a loving attitude
toward Philip. Read 1 Corinthians 13:4-7 and then list
the “love secrets” that can come to a relationship from
this scripture. Now, substitute your name for the word
“love” and reread these verses. Where does your love in
either a friendship or marriage need to grow? B) In the
beginning, a small hidden seed of jealousy sprouts in
Philip. Read 1 Samuel 18:5-13 and describe the way a
secret envy got in the way of a friendship. Now, consider
Elizabeth’s wise words and how Philip’s small jealousy
might have changed Faith and Shane’s friendship and
his relationship with his dad without the schoolteacher’s
intervention. C) Genesis 24:1-29, 50-67 is a description
of how God wanted the “perfect” partner for Isaac.
Personal or Share: How have you seen God’s hand in
bringing the “perfect” spouse or friend into your life?
Journal your thoughts in My Lesson to Learn.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Hope Valley is an open, friendly community and yet,
personal feelings are often held close. Such is a secret
attraction between Shane and Faith that inadvertently
causes little Philip to feel threatened by their promising
friendship. But Elizabeth’s wise words, “Just because your
father likes Nurse Carter doesn’t mean he loves you any
less,” paraphrases one of the hidden worries in the little
boy’s heart. Naturally, Faith isn’t without her secret concerns
about forming a loving bond with Shane’s son. By reaching
out to Philip with kindness and patience as described in
1 Corinthians 13, Faith commits to the wellbeing of this
child – a true act of love. As a result, Philip’s veiled feelings
about his dad’s love and loyalty diminish, and a somewhat
covert romance between Shane and Faith can flourish.
Protecting and loving this child in God’s way is their hearts’
secret desire.
LESSON TO LEARN :
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HIDDEN PAIN
PLAY - REVELATION

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Secret DVD)

In the clip, Marlise Bennett tracks down her brother-in-law,
Carson Shepherd, in an effort to smear his reputation in Hope
Valley.
1. Marlise Bennett is bitter because of the death of her
sister. A) From the clip, pick the “hot” statements and
labels that illustrate Marlise’s bitterness toward Carson.
What does this say about her grief recovery and hidden
pain? B) Carson has experienced a terrible loss, but hides
it well. Discuss the emotional reasons behind his leaving
Hope Valley after Marlise arrives. C) Both Marlise and
Carson have dealt with their hidden pain differently
– anger and running away. If you could talk to each
privately, what words of wisdom would you offer, and
why?
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2. Finding Truth: A) Read Psalm 34:18, 147:3,
2 Corinthians 1:3-4, John 11:30-36 and then discuss
how these verses and story of Jesus’ grief would
comfort you in a time of loss. B) Genesis 50:1-14 is an
illustration of the grief process. Talk about the ritual
of memorials, funerals, visitations and how they help
us through the stages of grief. C) Marlise and Carson
are both stuck in the anger stage of grief – he toward
himself and she toward him. Read Ephesians 4:26-27,
Mark 11:25 and then name the way anger and lack of
forgiveness is affecting both of their lives, and others. D)
Personal or Share: If you have suffered loss, what helped
you get through it? Has forgiveness been a part of the
process? Record your reflections about this and also the
effects of hidden pain in My Lesson to Learn.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Hope Valley’s genteel life is disrupted when anger marches
in to wreak havoc on the community. Marlise Bennett’s
hidden pain has turned to bitterness and she demands
Carson Shepherd pay the price saying, “The great Dr.
Shepherd is a killer,” among other damaging accusations.
Both parties are suffering from deep loss of a great love and
each is unable to forgive – Carson, himself and Marlise, her
brother-in-law. Her secret anguish demands retribution and
his pain demands punishing himself by leaving his medical
practice.
In the Bible, we see that God knows we grieve and that he
understands our sorrow, not promising to save us from grief
but to help us in it. Journeying through the stages of grief –
shock, anger, depression, resolution and acceptance is key to
healing. If we deny ourselves this process, our grief journey
can be stuck in one stage and our pain never resolved. With
the Great Physician’s help, the secret in a heart – painful
loss – can be healed.

LESSON TO LEARN :
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PRIVATE FEARS
PLAY - WORRY AND ILLNESS

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Secret DVD)

In the first clip, “Worry”, Elizabeth Thatcher’s student, Opal,
has been closely observing her schoolteacher while in Elizabeth’s
extended care. In the second clip, “Illness”, Cody falls sick, but
there is conflict between Carson Shepherd and out-of-town
physician Dr. Strohm.
1. Both Elizabeth Thatcher and Carson Shepherd have their
private fears. A) Identify Elizabeth’s deepest worry and
why Opal is able to see it in the absence of her parents.
B) Talk about the effect, in your opinion, Opal’s words
might have on Elizabeth. C) Personal or Share: In your
experience, have you ever felt that God has used someone
– a friend, a child, a co-worker – to speak wisdom or
comfort to your heart? Record your answers for this
section and also your experience in My Lesson to Learn.
2. Finding Truth: A) Read the following verses: Psalm 56:8,
27:5, James 1:2-4, 1 Corinthians 13:4a and then discuss
how each verse addresses Elizabeth’s situation. B) To worry
is human, but how can we find rest from inappropriate
worry? Read Matthew 6:25-34 and Philippians 4:6-7. C)
Personal or Share: Read 1 Peter 5:7 and then ask yourself
if you have a hidden worry or fear and how acknowledging
God’s presence and grace can help you. Journal your
response in My Lesson to Learn.
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3. Carson has hidden fears and self-doubt. A) React to
Carson’s statement, “Trust me, I’m not the person you
want,” and Elizabeth’s reply. Name the secret fears that
haunt Carson. Now, discuss what in his character was
key to returning to Hope Valley for Cody. B) At several
points, Dr. Strohm fuels Carson’s secret fear of inadequacy.
Review and discuss the out-of-town doctor’s comments
to Carson, Abigail and others, and their veiled purpose.
C) Personal or Share: In your experience, have you ever
felt secretly inadequate in a situation? If so, what was
critical in dealing with self-doubts – counsel from a friend,
co-worker, your faith or something else? Journal your
thoughts in My Lesson to Learn.
4. Finding Truth: A) Read about Paul in 2 Corinthians 1:311 and how intense pressures led him to depend on God
even more. If you were in Carson Shepherd’s “shoes”
facing Cody’s illness and Dr. Strohm’s disfavor, would
intense pressure cause you to depend on God even more
or drive you away? B) Psalm 25:4-5 and Romans 8:28
offer comfort and counsel for times you are faced with
a decision. Discuss these verses in light of the choice
Carson had to make, as well as Abigail. Share with the
group a “life and death” situation and decision you’ve had
to make – or someone you know – and how faith was
critical. C) Read Proverbs 12:16-18 and then discuss what
undue criticism does to the person being criticized, such
as Carson, and what it does for someone like Dr. Strohm
who is making the demeaning comments. D) Personal or
Share: If you have been criticized in some way, was the
criticism meant to harm or to heal? What advice would
you offer to someone else to help them cope? Record your
observations in My Lesson to Learn.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Hidden fears plague Elizabeth Thatcher as she faces
days without word from her fiancé, Jack, and an entire
community is brought to its knees when the shadow of
death comes to one of its own. In both situations, complete
dependence on God is of the essence. Elizabeth is reminded
of that when Opal wisely tells her “God is watching over
Mountie Jack too.” Carson Shepherd is brought face-to-face
with the core of his character and the Hippocratic oath he
vowed, resulting in his tabling secret doubts of inadequacy
to return to Hope Valley in its hour of need. His decision
to come back can’t help but be questioned by him once he
arrives. Out-of-town Dr. Strohm’s ego works to undermine
Carson’s self-esteem rather than using this opportunity to
bring Dr. Shepherd back to medical practice, healing Cody
in collaboration.
In any major decision, the Bible instructs us to seek God’s
wisdom first, asking for discernment to make a choice
consistent with His principles of truth. Undue criticism of
a decision, such as Carson experienced, should be viewed in
light of the source offering it and then trusting God to lead
us to the right path. When we draw close to God through
prayer and reading the scriptures, secret fears of the heart
flee in His presence.
LESSON TO LEARN :
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BURIED REGRET
PLAY - IF ONLY

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Secret DVD)

In the clip, Lee Coulter struggles with memories of his late
brother because of Cody’s severe illness.
1. Lee Coulter withdraws from his wife, Rosemary. A)
Early-on in the clip, Lee Coulter reveals symptoms of
depression. Describe the warning signs Rosemary missed
that were an indication. B) Buried regrets surface when
Rosemary listens to Lee’s heart. Discuss Lee’s reason for
not revealing his deep sadness earlier. How common
is this mindset? Explain. C) Personal or Share: Guilt
and regret are a heavy burden. Is there a memory of an
experience in your life that you have wished for a “doover”? Share with the group or write your memories in
My Lesson to Learn.
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2. Finding Truth: A) Read Psalm 139:1-18 and discuss
how you can know God has not abandoned you. Next
read Psalm 40:1-3 and then talk about depression
and God’s willingness to hear and help us. B) Elijah
experienced depression brought on by fatigue in 1
Kings 19:3-5. What does this passage say about his deep
discouragement and his honesty with God? How honest
can you be with Him? C) Personal or Share: If you have
experienced depression or regrets over something you’ve
done, how would Matthew 11:28-30 or Psalm 51:1-15
comfort you? Journal your reflections in My Lesson to
Learn.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Strength falters in the Coulter household when latent
memories and feelings surface with Cody’s difficult illness.
Already stressed from hours in the saddle, an effort to find
Carson Shepherd, Lee’s buried guilt over his late brother
brings a mood change. Wife Rosemary doesn’t see his lack
of appetite, refusal to communicate and tiredness as signs
of depression, but with advice from Elizabeth, Rosemary
determines to help Lee.
According to the Bible, God doesn’t consider depression as
sin but rather responds to those who suffer with tenderness,
understanding and compassion. Memories and experiences
in our lives can often hold regret, as in the case of Lee
Coulter who has buried his sorrow over his flawed decision
to not read to his brother, Patrick. However, God doesn’t
expect us to handle our sorrow or depression alone. Instead
he promises to shoulder our burdens and help heal the
secret of our heart – buried regrets.
LESSON TO LEARN :
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NOTES :
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WE SINCERELY HOPE
THIS BIBLE STUDY GUIDE
IS A BLESSING TO
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.

We welcome your input:
PLEASE EMAIL US AT:

biblestudy@edifyfilms.com

